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The Geith Ripper is designed to give an excavator powerful
ripping ability in hard ground materials and the most demanding
demolition applications
The Geith Ripper is designed to give an excavator powerful
ripping ability in hard ground materials and the most demanding
demolition applications

Features & Benefits:
Range from 4 to 80 ton excavators
Apply all the power of your excavator at one point for
maximum ripping efficiency

Features & Benefits:

Replaceable tooth and wear shroud (450 BHN)
Range from 4 to 80 ton excavators
Added side wear protection to extend life of ripper (for
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Extra thick steel shank for increased strength
Replaceable tooth and wear shroud (450 BHN)
Ripper reduces excessive stresses on your excavator
Added side wear protection to extend life of ripper (for
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Extra thick steel shank for increased strength
Ripper reduces excessive stresses on your excavator
Reinforcing gussets for added durability

www.geith.com

Rip & Load:
The coupler, bucket and ripper combination allows
excavators to change from ripping to loading in less than
30 seconds
Capital investment reduced as only one excavator is
required to rip-and-load
Cost effective and low maintenance alternative to a rock
breaker or blasting
Rock can be extracted in areas where blasting is not
allowed or unfeasible
Powerful ripping ability in hard materials such as rock,
permafrost and caliche

Technical Specifications: Contact Us:
Excavator
Weight
(Tons)

Model

Shank
Thickness
in (mm)

Approx
Work Depth
in (mm)

Weight
lbs (kg)

4 - 10

MODAR026

3.5 (90)

26.0 (660)

320 (145)

10 - 18

MODBR000

4.0 (102)

32.0 (813)

573 (260)

18 - 23

MODCR000

4.5 (114)

37.0 (940)

1102 (500)

23 - 30

MODDR000

4.5 (114)

41.0 (1039)

1432 (650)

30 - 36

MODER000

5.1 (130)

49.0 (1246)

1984 (900)

36 - 52

MODFR000

5.1 (130)

60.0 (1522)

2645 (1200)

52 - 80

MODHR000

6.3 (160)

62.0 (1574)

3857 (1750)

US - Geith Inc
2905 Shawnee Industrial Way, Suwanee, GA 30024
T: 866-472-4373 (Toll Free) F: 866-472-4950
Ireland - Geith International
Grangegeeth, Slane, Co. Meath, Ireland
T: +353 (0)41 98 24143 F: +353 (0)41 98 24478
UK - Geith International UK Ltd
Unit 6, Hoel-Y-Gamlas, Parc Nantgarw, Nantgarw, Cardiff, CF15 7QU, UK
T: 0044 (0) 1443 845666 F: 0044 (0) 1443 844192
France - Agent Commercial France de Geith International Ltd
203 route de Grenoble, 69800 Saint Priest, France
No Vert: 0800 916 626 F: 00.33.4.72.79.32.69
Geith also offers a wide range of attachments and spare parts:

